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Abstract

real-time behavior. This paper describes the design and
performance of one such control mechanism, the real-time
scheduling advisor, or RTSA. The RTSA is an entirely user
level tool that operates on behalf of a single application
and responds to a simple query. Given a list of homogeneous hosts, the CPU demands of a compute-intensive task,
a deadline, and a confidence level, the RTSA returns the
host where the task is most likely to meet its deadline and a
prediction of the running time of the task on that host.
The goal of the RTSA is not load-balancing or loadsharing, but rather to help its client application meet deadlines and to tell it when deadlines can not be met. While the
system we consider here is targeted at compute-intensive
tasks (so transfer costs are negligible) and homogeneous
hosts, we do not believe this to be an intrinsic limitation of
our approach. We are working to relax these assumptions.
The RTSA is implemented on top of the running time
advisor (or RTA). Given a task’s CPU demands, predictions
of the load on a host, and a confidence level, the RTA predicts, as a confidence interval, the running time of the task
on the host. The details of load measurement, prediction,
and how the RTA computes its predictions of running time
have been thoroughly documented [4, 6, 7, 5]. The Network
Weather Service also provides load prediction [18]. The
RTSA is similar in spirit to the focused addressing algorithm described by Ramamritham, et al [15], but it is based
on sophisticated prediction techniques, makes no assumptions about host cooperation, and is designed to run on commodity operating systems.
Figure 1 shows how the different components of the system tie together. Every part of the system runs entirely at
user level. The reasons for the complexity of the system
are scalability and extensibility. Measurements and predictions of host load (and of other resources) are intended to
be shared among all applications. There needs to be only a
single sensor and predictor per resource. Furthermore, different application-level performance predictions (e.g., running time) can be computed from the same resource-level
predictions. Finally, different adaptation advisors (e.g., the
RTSA) can make use of the same lower-level information
in pursuit of different goals.

The real-time scheduling advisor (RTSA) is an entirely userlevel system that an application running on a typical shared, unreserved distributed computing environment can turn to for advice
on how to schedule its compute-bound soft real-time tasks. Given
a list of hosts, a description of the CPU demands of the task, the
deadline, and a confidence level, the RTSA will recommend one of
the hosts and predict, as a confidence interval, the running time
of the task on that host. The RTSA is based on a scalable and
extensible shared resource prediction system based on statistical
time series analysis. In this paper, we first describe how the RTSA
builds on this underlying system to provide its service, and then we
evaluate its performance using a randomized methodology based
on real background workloads, determining the effect of different factors. We also compare it with a random approach and a
measurement-based approach.

1. Introduction
Consider distributed interactive applications such as interactive scientific visualizations [1]. Such applications
generate aperiodic tasks with soft real-time deadlines that
follow from their users’ responsiveness requirements, but
they typically must run these tasks on shared computing environments that are managed by uncoordinated commodity operating systems that do not provide resource reservations, admission control, or other basic facilities upon which
distributed real-time systems [16, 10, 11, 14, 17] are built.
Furthermore, the tasks are in active competition with unknown background workloads introduced at will by other
users. However, these applications do include adaptation
mechanisms through which they can change their behavior
in response to changing resource availability [3]. Several
adaptation frameworks have also been proposed to generalize these application-specific mechanisms [19, 12, 2, 13].
While adaptation mechanisms abound, there are few
control mechanisms that can make use of them to provide
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Figure 1. RTSA and context.

host;

double tnom;
double conf;
double texp;

This paper concentrates on the RTSA component. We
show how the RTSA uses the RTA’s predictions to answer
application level queries. We then evaluate RTSA performance in considerable detail, using a task model based on a
Dv [1] scientific visualization application, and background
workload (the competition) reproduced [8] from traces of a
large set of hosts [4].
The primary purpose of our evaluation is to quantify
the performance of the prediction-based strategy (called
AR(16) after the underlying predictor), but we also compare AR(16) with a purely random strategy (RANDOM)
and a purely measurement-based strategy (MEASURE). We
make this comparison not because they are serious competitive algorithms, but because in an important sense AR(16) is
an intermediate design. Like MEASURE, it operates greedily on behalf of the application, and, like RANDOM, it
introduces beneficial randomness to avoid synchronization
with other advisors. Unlike either, it can qualify its advice,
reliably telling the application when the deadline can not be
met. We find that these benefits come at a tiny additional
cost over MEASURE.
The main conclusion that we draw is that it is feasible
for an application to reliably achieve soft real-time goals
in a typical distributed computing environment using the
RTSA. While the RTSA can provide no guarantees to the
application, it is empirically clear that its advice is quite accurate. The software and traces discussed in this paper are
available from http://www.cs.northwestern.edu/pdinda.

double tlb;
double tub;
};

Figure 2. RTSA interface.
( ), if started now, will complete in time     
or less with confidence conf ( ). We refer to sf ( )
as the slack factor. The RTSA’s response consists of a
copy of the request’s   ,  , and  values, the selected host, and an estimate of the task’s running time,
RunningTimePredictionResponse. This structure,
which is returned by the RTA, includes the expected running
time of the task, texp (  ), and the  -level confidence
interval for the running time, (tlb, tub) (     ).
It is important to note that the scheduling problem may
not have a solution because of a lack of resources. If this
is the case, the advisor will select the host which minimizes
the running time of the task. It is the application’s responsibility to verify, by using the runningtime field, whether
the task is predicted to meet its deadline or not.
The RTSAAdviseTask call is implemented thus:
1 Construct an RTA request from  and  .
2 Use the RTA to predict the running time of the task on each
of the hosts as a confidence interval.
3 Find the subset of the hosts whose confidence interval upper
bound is less than the deadline,  ´½ ·  µ . These
are the possible hosts.
4 If there are no possible hosts, add the host with the
minimum expected running time ( ) to the set of possible
hosts.
5 Select a host at random from the set of possible hosts and
return it and its corresponding
RunningTimePredictionResponse to the caller via
the RTSAResponse.



2. Real-time scheduling advisor
The RTSA presents a simple interface to the application, one that can be implemented using several different
low-overhead scheduling strategies. Figure 2 shows the
API of the real-time scheduling advisor. RTSARequest
expresses the scheduling problem: Choose a host from
hosts such that a task with nominal running time tnom

The RTSA tries to select a deadline-meeting host for
its client application while it simultaneously tries to avoid
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contending with RTSAs operating on behalf of other applications by introducing randomness into its decisions. The
amount of randomness possible depends on the load on the
hosts and the slack factor the application permits. When
load increases to the level where deadlines can not be met,
the RTSA can inform the application of this, at which point
we expect the application will back off and increase  .
The above describes the prediction-based scheduling
strategy, which is parameterized by the host load predictor that is used. In keeping with results of our study of
host load prediction we use the AR(16) predictor [7] and
thus we refer to this as the AR(16) strategy. We also studied two additional scheduling strategies: RANDOM and
MEASURE. RANDOM simply recommends a randomly
selected host. There is little chance of contention among
RANDOM-based advisors. AR(16) degenerates to RANDOM when all the hosts are lightly loaded or slack factors
are high. The MEASURE strategy measures the current
load on each of the hosts and then selects the host with the
minimum load. Obviously, it is very prone to contention.
AR(16) degenerates to MEASURE when all the hosts are
heavily loaded or slack factors are low.
RANDOM obviously has no overhead. MEASURE uses
a host load sensor running on each of the hosts which introduces about 0.5% CPU usage. AR(16) adds a prediction filter to this sensor with unmeasurable additional overhead [6]. The CPU demands of the RTA and RTSA are tiny
and the measurement and prediction messages are small.
The RTA and RTSA do work only in response to a scheduling request from the application.
We evaluate the RTSA using three metrics. Our first
metric is the probability that a deadline is met, which we
estimate as the fraction of deadlines met for a randomly selected set of tasks. Ideally, the fraction of deadlines met will
be the maximum feasible given the resources available, or
the confidence level requested by the application, whichever
is lower. The performance of the RTSA has more complexity than this metric captures, however, as the metric conflates failures due to prediction with failures due to a lack
of resources or an overly low slack factor.
Our second metric, the fraction of deadlines met when
predicted, addresses this. This metric is an estimate of the
probability that a deadline will be met given that the RTSA
claims it can be met—it tells us how trustworthy the advisor is. Recall that the application can rephrase its request
and negotiate with the RTSA until some mapping can be
found where the deadline will be met. This metric tells us
how fruitful this process is likely to be. Ideally, the fraction of deadlines met when predicted will be identical to the
confidence level requested by the application. For the nonpredictive strategies, it is identical to the first metric, and so
we do not present it.
Our final metric, the average number of possible hosts,

is an estimate of the expected number of hosts on which
the deadline can be met. It is a measure of the randomness a strategy introduces. Ideally, this metric will be as
high as possible without affecting the other metrics. As it
grows, the probability of RTSAs interfering declines. For
the MEASURE strategy, it is one. For the RANDOM strategy, it is the number of the available hosts. For the AR(16)
strategy, it depends on the factors mentioned above.

3. Workloads and scenarios
Performance evaluations are highly dependent on the
workloads used. In effect, the purpose of the RTSA is to
match its client’s foreground workload with the background
workloads on the hosts by predicting the background workloads and assigning tasks accordingly. In our evaluation, we
use a simple parametric model to generate the tasks, but the
background workload on each host is trace-based. The set
of hosts to which the RTSA can schedule (the scenario) is
also an important factor in RTSA performance.
The tasks we schedule arrive consecutively, with a
delay between completion and the next arrival selected
from    seconds, a uniform distribution from 5 to
15 seconds. Each task is compute-bound with   
   seconds and     . This model is chosen to be appropriate for the isosurface extraction stage of
an interactive visualization pipeline [3].  is set to 95%
in all cases. We assume here that migration costs are negligible or can be factored out. For this specific application,
data is inherently remote and thus migration happens regardless of where the task is executed.
Our background workloads are derived from a large family of long host load traces taken on a wide variety of machines. The host load measure is the Digital Unix 5 second
load average. Our load sensor samples this measure at a rate
of 1 Hz, which is twice the empirically determined kernel
frequency. It is this discrete time signal that we predict.
There are 39 traces, each roughly one week long and
sampled at the appropriate 1 Hz frequency. The traces
include production cluster machines at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC), research cluster machines at
Carnegie Mellon (CMU), big memory application servers
at CMU, and desktop workstations at CMU. The characteristics of the traces are discussed in detail elsewhere [4].
We generate a background workload on a host by replaying one of these traces using a new technique called host
load trace playback [8]. With no other work on the host,
this background load results in the host’s load signal repeating that of the load trace. When foreground work is added to
the host, the two workloads share the machine according to
the kernel’s scheduling policy, and the foreground workload
is slowed down accordingly by it.
Scenarios are represented by the group of traces being
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Scenario
4LS
4SL
4MM
5SS
4MS
4SM
2CS
2MP

Description
4 hosts with high load/small epochs
4 hosts with low load/large epochs
2 hosts with high load/small epochs.
2 hosts with low load/large epochs
5 hosts with low load/small epochs
2 hosts with high load/small epochs,
2 hosts with low load/small epochs
2 hosts with low load/small epochs,
2 hosts with low load/large epochs
2 large memory compute servers
2 very predictable hosts

Our infrastructure consisted of dedicated Alphastation
255 hosts, each running Digital Unix 4.0D. One host is referred to as the recording host while the others are called
measurement hosts. The recording host runs the RTSA and
RTA and is where tasks are submitted. The measurement
hosts are the hosts from which the RTSA must choose. Each
measurement host runs the following components: the load
playback tool, a load sensor, one or more prediction systems, and a cycle server. The configuration of the prediction systems is discussed elsewhere [7, 5]. The cycle server
runs tasks—it takes requests to compute (using a busy loop)
for some number of CPU-seconds and then returns the wallclock time that the task took to complete.
To evaluate the RTSA given a particular scenario, we
started up the infrastructure with a particular scenario, allowed it to quiesce for at least 600 seconds and ran a
stream of consecutive tasks chosen according to the workload model. We scheduled each task using a randomly chosen strategy and record the strategy used, the arrival time
( ), the nominal time (  ), the slack factor ( ), the
predicted running time ([  ,   ],  ), and the actual running time ( ). For the 4LS scenario, we ran 16,000 tasks.
For each of the other scenarios we ran about 8,000 tasks.
The information recorded for each task forms a testcase.
Testcases ran at a rate of 222 per hour. Notice that this procedure allows us to make only unpaired comparisons [9, pp.
209–212] between the strategies.

Figure 3. Scenarios used in evaluation
played back. For the most part, we chose scenarios based
on how our load traces are clustered by their statistics, the
dominant statistics being the mean load and the mean epoch
length of traces. We classified each trace as having “low”
or “high” mean load, and “small” or “large” mean epoch
lengths. The traces in a scenario could all be of low load,
high load, or a “mixed” combination. Similarly, the scenario’s traces could all be of small epochs, large epochs, or
a mixed combination. The crossproduct forms nine classes.
Unfortunately, because we have no traces which are simultaneously of high mean load and long mean epoch length,
only six of the classes were realizable. Figure 3 lists these
scenarios, which are constructed from the PSC traces.
We added two additional scenarios, also shown in the
figure. In 2CS, the RTSA chooses between two compute
servers. 2MP, based on CMU traces, includes two highly
predictable hosts, which we use as an environment to test
how multiple RTSAs might interact.

4LS scenario in detail
The performance of the RTSA on the 4LS scenario is representative of its performance on the other scenarios we examined. The primary difference is that the dependence of
the metrics on the slack factor is more clearly visible because all of the hosts have high load.
Figure 4 illustrates how the performance metrics vary
with slack factor for each of the scheduling strategies using
the 4LS scenario. A point represents the interval between it
and the preceding point and contains about 667 testcases.
The fraction of deadlines met (Figure 4(a)) is a function
of the quality of the scheduling strategy and the relationship
of the slack factor to the resources available. When  is
very low, performance is dominated by the fact that it is
exceedingly rare for a machine to have sufficiently low load
to meet the deadline. There is no real benefit to prediction
here. As  increases, prediction begins to provide benefit
over simple measurement.
The benefit is maximal when  and the available resources are “evenly matched”, when the probability that
there exists a host on which the deadline can be met reaches
50%. We refer to the  for which this is true as the critical
slack factor. Beyond the critical slack factor, the benefit of
prediction over simple measurement begins to decline. For

4. Evaluation
We evaluated the RTSA using a dedicated cluster, generating a background workload on each host using the trace
appropriate to the scenario. Using the cluster, we ran large
numbers of tasks randomized with respect to their starting time, the slack factor, the nominal time, and the strategy used. For each task, the RTSA’s advice was followed,
the task was executed on the suggested host, and the results logged. Using the testcases produced by applying this
methodology, we then estimated the values for the three
performance metrics under different constraints on the scenario, slack factor, and nominal time.
In the following, we begin by documenting our methodology. Next, we present the results for the representative
4LS scenario in considerable detail. This leads into a discussion of contention effects. Finally, we summarize our
results. Except where noted, the differences we note are
significant to   , assuming the sample is random.
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them from this graph. It is important to mention again that
one of the benefits of the AR(16) strategy is that it does provide this additional feedback. The goal of this metric is to
evaluate the quality of this feedback.
The curve in Figure 4(b) is remarkably different from
the previous graph in that the dependence on slack factor
has been drastically reduced. Ideally, this curve would be a
flat line at the target confidence level, so there is still room
for improvement. Interestingly, the non-ideal “dip” in the
curve occurs around the critical slack factor. At low  , a
deadline-meeting host is rare, but the predicted running time
on such as host is likely to be accurate due to its low load. At
high  , deadline-meeting hosts are plentiful, and so misspredicting a running time leaves plenty of hosts available.
Near the critical slack factor, however, predictor quality becomes critical.
Prediction error is actually independent of the slack factor (the RTA is unaware of  ), but near the critical slack
factor, the differences in quality between different predictors are highlighted the most. We also studied other predictors and found that the “correct” choice of AR(16) was
important in this regime. Better predictors would lead to
less of a dip in performance around the critical slack factor.
Figure 4(c) shows how the number possible hosts in the
RTSA’s advice varies with the slack factor for the three
strategies. At low  , the randomness of AR(16) converges
with that of MEASURE, while at high  , it converges with
RANDOM. Notice that even near the critical slack factor,
AR(16) chooses from approximately two hosts on average,
introducing at least that degree of randomness. Predictionbased strategies such as AR(16) are a useful middle ground,
introducing as much randomness as is possible given the
slack, while working to meet the individual task’s goals.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the performance metrics on the nominal time for the 4LS scenario. To produce
the figure, testcases of all slacks from 0 to 2 were aggregated. A point represents all nominal times between it and
the preceding point and contains about 533 testcases.
Figure 5(a) shows the fraction of deadlines met as a function of  . The DEC Unix scheduler gives a priority
boost to tasks as they finish I/O operations, and this benefits shorter tasks more than longer tasks. The other load
on a host, even if it is considerable as with the 4LS hosts,
has little effect on a sub-second task, and thus most of these
tasks meet their deadlines, even using very simple strategies. For longer tasks, this other load becomes increasingly
visible, and the chance of a deadline being met declines.
Notice, however, that the strategy can not be too simple—
RANDOM lags behind even for tiny tasks.
Figure 5(b) shows how the fraction of deadlines met
when predicted varies with the nominal time of the task in
the 4LS scenario. Once again, RANDOM and MEASURE
have been elided because they are not predictive. For the

(a) fraction of deadlines met

(b) fraction of deadlines met when predicted

(c) number of possible hosts
Figure 4. Performance versus slack factor,
4LS scenario, all nominal times.

AR(16), the fraction of deadlines met converges on the target level as  continues to increase, while the metric converges on 1 for the MEASURE and RANDOM strategies.
Figure 4(b) shows how the fraction of deadlines met
when predicted depends on the slack factor. Because the
RANDOM and MEASURE strategies do not report a predicted running time to the application, we have excluded
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Figure 5. Scheduling performance versus
nominal time, 4LS scenario, all slack factors.

Figure 6. Scheduling performance versus
nominal time, 4LS scenario, critical slack.

AR(16) strategy, the metric is largely independent of the
nominal time of the task and close to the target level, although there is a slight dip for 2–6 second tasks.
Figure 5(c) shows how the number of possible hosts
varies with the nominal time. Not surprisingly, because
short tasks are essentially oblivious to other load on any
host, and because the RTA is able to predict this oblivious-

ness, the RTSA is able to introduce considerable randomness into its choice of hosts using the AR(16) strategy. For
very small tasks, the choice is nearly as random as that of
the RANDOM strategy. As tasks increase in size, there are
fewer options as to where to schedule them, and so the advisor constrains the randomness it introduces.
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the performance met6

rics on the nominal time for the 4LS scenario near the critical slack factor. Each point on the graph represents approximately 67 testcases. This is a sufficiently small number
of testcases that some of the differences we note are only
statistically significant at   . For all of the graphs
AR(16) is better than RANDOM at a 95% confidence level.
Near the critical slack, AR(16) is much better at meeting
deadlines than the RANDOM or MEASURE strategies. As
Figure 6(a) shows, AR(16) results in 20 to 40% more deadlines being met than RANDOM, and 5 to 30% more deadlines being met than MEASURE. As before, the fraction of
deadlines met declines with increasing nominal time.
Compared to its value over all slack factors (Figure 5(b)),
the dependence of the fraction of deadlines met when predicted on the nominal time is considerably different near
the critical slack factor (Figure 6(b)). In particular, the dip
in performance for medium-sized tasks is deeper and we
see more extreme behavior. As the nominal time increases,
the I/O boost shields us less and we become more sensitive to bad predictions. Near the critical slack factor, these
errors are magnified—even small errors can lead AR(16)
erroneously to conclude that the deadline can be met.
Figure 6(c) shows how the number of possible hosts depends on the nominal time near the critical slack factor. The
graph is similar to the overall dependence presented in Figure 5(c) in that the amount of randomness introduced is very
high for small tasks and declines as task size increases.

on the two host 2MP scenario. We found that there was
no favored client—using AR(16), each RTSA had about the
same performance in terms of our three metrics. However,
this was also the case for MEASURE. That AR(16) didn’t
do better than MEASURE here suggests that the primary
factor in avoiding contention is that task submission is not
synchronized over time or between clients.

Summary of results
Our main result is that the prediction-based AR(16) strategy
is indeed an effective RTSA implementation. This result is
based on studying each of the scenarios in Figure 3, including the 4LS scenario we described above. The remainder
of this section summarizes the conclusions of our study and
our recommendations.
The MEASURE and AR(16) strategies significantly outperform the RANDOM strategy at all slack factors and all
nominal times in terms of the fraction of deadlines that are
met. AR(16) almost always performs at least as well as
MEASURE and considerably improves on its performance
near the critical slack factor. As one might expect, performance declines for all the strategies as the nominal time of
the task increases.
Beyond meeting deadlines with higher probability than
MEASURE, AR(16) is the only strategy which can indicate to the application if it believes a deadline can be met.
We measure the effectiveness of this using the fraction of
deadlines met when predicted metric. Ideally, this number
would be exactly equal to the target confidence level. We
find that with AR(16) it is close and is relatively independent of slack factor and nominal time. This means that if
AR(16) claims that the deadline can be met on the host it
chooses, the application can be confident that if it sends the
task to that host, it will indeed meet its deadline.

Contention
An important concern facing measurement- or predictionbased RTSAs is that of contention between different advisors. All RTSAs observe the same measurements and
predictions of signals that characterize resource availability, but they do not coordinate their scheduling decisions.
This lack of coordination helps to make measurement- or
prediction-based RTSAs scalable, but it is conceivable that
it might synchronize their actions, leading to performance
degradation for all of them.
Two factors ameliorate the chance of this. First, requests
from interactive applications are unlikely to become synchronized or even correlated because they are aperiodic and
arrive in response to user actions. If multiple interactive
applications using RTSAs are running, each is responding
to a different user, and we would expect that the users’ actions are not synchronized. The second factor is limited to
prediction-based strategies such as AR(16). These strategies convert excess slack into randomness in their scheduling decisions, which can serve to break any synchronization
that may be starting. The number of possible hosts metric
is our measure of this randomness.
To see if these two factors prevented repeated collisions
in practice, we ran testcases using four competing RTSAs

AR(16) is also able to introduce appropriate amounts of
randomness into its scheduling decisions, and this randomness can help to avoid synchronization between multiple independent RTSAs. The distribution of missed deadlines is
identical for the three strategies.
Our overall conclusion is that using the AR(16) strategy
produces the best results in terms of all three metrics. It
is clear that RANDOM is insufficient—a MEASURE strategy, at least, is indicated. AR(16) has little additional overhead over a MEASURE strategy, and it has several benefits. It can increase the probability that the deadline is met
in most cases. It can inform the application, accurately,
whether the deadline can be met. Finally, it can introduce
appropriate randomness into its scheduling decisions.
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5. Conclusion and future work
[4]

We described the interface and implementation of a realtime scheduling advisor that is based on the prediction of
host load and is designed to serve an individual distributed
interactive application by recommending hosts for the application’s soft real-time tasks. Because the RTSA operates
in a shared, unreserved computing environment that it does
not control, deadlines can be missed due both to RTSA errors and to a lack of resources.
To better understand the performance of the RTSA,
we conducted a randomized performance evaluation of
the system using a trace-based background workload and
a synthetic foreground workload model. In addition to
the prediction-based RTSA strategy we also considered a
purely random strategy, and a strategy based on measurement of load. In contrast to the random and measurementbased strategies, the prediction-based strategy is able to provide the application with a critical (and correct) additional
bit of feedback: whether the deadline will be met given its
choice of host.
The main conclusion is that the prediction-based strategy
is highly effective. The prediction-based strategy is able to
increase the probability that a deadline will be met over that
of the measurement-based strategy, and well over that of the
random strategy. Furthermore, the prediction-based strategy’s additional feedback is quite good—when the application is told that the deadline can be met, the chances it will
actually be met are very high. Finally, the prediction-based
strategy introduces randomness into its decision-making at
a level appropriate to the difficulty of the application’s request. This randomness helps to keep independent RTSAs
from synchronizing.
We are currently working on extending the RTSA and its
underlying software to support tasks with significant communication requirements.
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